Purpose: Assessment of blood flow in the left ventricle using four-dimensional flow MRI requires accurate left ventricle segmentation that is often hampered by the low contrast between blood and the myocardium. The purpose of this work is to improve left-ventricular segmentation in four-dimensional flow MRI for reliable blood flow analysis. Method: The left ventricle segmentations are first obtained using morphological cine-MRI with better in-plane resolution and contrast, and then aligned to four-dimensional flow MRI data. This alignment is, however, not trivial due to inter-slice misalignment errors caused by patient motion and respiratory drift during breath-hold based cine-MRI acquisition. A robust image registration based framework is proposed to mitigate such errors automatically. Data from 20 subjects, including healthy volunteers and patients, was used to evaluate its geometric accuracy and impact on blood flow analysis. Results: High spatial correspondence was observed between manually and automatically aligned segmentations, and the improvements in alignment compared to uncorrected segmentations were significant (P < 0.01). Blood flow analysis from manual and automatically corrected segmentations did not differ significantly (P > 0.05).
INTRODUCTION
Assessing pulsatile blood flow through the left ventricle (LV) of the heart is vital for understanding the cardiovascular function in health and disease. Four-dimensional (4D) flow MRI has been developed and successfully used for such an assessment (1) . However, it requires accurate geometric identification of underlying cardiac or vascular anatomy that is often poorly visible even to an experienced clinician, mainly due to low resolution and poor contrast between blood and the myocardium. One of the commonly used solutions to obtain reliable segmentations is the utilization of higher in-plane resolution and better contrast in routinely acquired multislice cine balanced steady-state free precession (cine-bSSFP) MR images (2) . The desired segmentation is first delineated on the cine-bSSFP images and then manually aligned to the corresponding 4D flow MRI data. Although such a procedure provides a close estimate of the required anatomical geometry, it is quite tedious, slow, and prone to interobserver and intraobserver bias. Moreover, alignment errors may also be introduced due to suboptimal breath-holding (3, 4) leading to respiratory drift during the acquisition of multiple slices of the cine-bSSFP image (4, 5) . The respiratory-induced motion of the heart was studied in detail by McLeish et al. (3) and the application of image registration was suggested to mitigate such misalignment errors. Inaccuracies in the segmentation used for the analysis of blood flow can affect the results significantly, and could be ground for the exclusion of data (6, 7) .
Image registration methods have been successfully used to solve motion correction problems in a multitude of applications (8) . Typically, these methods receive a pair of images as input, usually referred to as "reference" and "target," and generate as output a transformation that brings them into a common spatial alignment (8) . Longaxis (LAX) cine-bSSFP images have often been used as reference for this purpose (9) (10) (11) , but with the assumption that they are free of motion artifacts. Several other methods exist for motion correction in cine-bSSFP images (12) , but lack a suitable reference image for reliable alignment. In contrast to cine-bSSFP images, 4D Flow MR images are acquired with navigator gating, hence, no breath-holds are required during their acquisition. They are, consequently, less prone to respiration induced motion, and can be an effective reference for image registration.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of robust and automatic image registration between breath-hold acquired morphological cine-bSSFP and respiratory-gated 4D flow MRI to improve the accuracy of left-ventricular segmentation, and hence, the subsequent blood flow analysis.
METHODS

Study Population
The proposed method was evaluated in 20 subjects, including 10 healthy volunteers and 10 patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy or idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy. The healthy volunteers had no history of prior or current cardiovascular disease or cardiac medication. Exclusion criteria for the patients were: significant ventricular arrhythmia, heart rate < 40 bpm or >100 bpm, and more than mild to moderate left-sided valvular disorder. The research was performed in line with the Helsinki declaration and was approved by the regional ethics board. All subjects gave written informed consent.
Image Acquisition and Preprocessing
The MRI examinations were performed on a clinical 3T Philips Ingenia scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). All subjects were injected with a Gadolinium contrast agent (Magnevist, Bayer Schering Pharma AG) prior to the acquisition for a late-enhancement study.
Cine-bSSFP images were acquired at end-expiratory breath-holds, resulting in 30 time-frames over the cardiac cycle. A short-axis stack with resolution of 1 Â 1 mm 2 , and slice thickness of 8 mm was acquired. Two-, three-, and four-chamber long-axis views were also obtained with the same in-plane resolution.
4D flow MRI examinations were performed during free-breathing, using a navigator gated gradient-echo pulse sequence with interleaved three-directional flowencoding and retrospective vector cardiogram controlled cardiac gating. Scan parameters included: Candy cane view adjusted to cover both ventricles, velocity encoding 120 cm/s, 40 time-frames, spatial resolution 2.7 Â 2.7 Â 2.8 mm 3 , and elliptical k-space acquisition. Typical scan time was 10-15 min. The 4D flow MRI data were corrected for concomitant gradient fields on the MRI scanner. Phase wraps were corrected offline using temporal phase unwrapping method (13) , and background phase errors were corrected using a weighted second-order polynomial fit to the static tissue (14) .
Region of Interest
As the organs surrounding the heart (e.g., lungs, liver) in both 4D Flow MR and cine-bSSFP images might interfere with the registration of the heart, a region of interest encompassing only the LV was calculated before the registration. The following steps describe the automatic selection of a square ROI with a fixed edge length, L (80 mm, determined empirically), for each image slice:
1. Obtain a binary mask using thresholding based on Otsufls method (15). 2. Find the largest region thresholded, due to a high probability of it containing the heart. 3. Obtain the centroid, C, of this region. 4 . Define a square mask with C at its center, and L as the length of its edges.
Image Registration
The target (cine-bSSFP) images of the heart were spatially aligned to the reference (corresponding ROI of the 4D Flow MR magnitude component) using a rigid transformation, T. Calculation of the three-dimensional area of intersection between the cine-bSSFP and 4D Flow MR magnitude image was implemented as an interpolation of the 4D Flow MR image at each location of the cinebSSFP image's voxels. The estimated optimal transformationT was obtained by minimizing a cost function (or maximizing a similarity measure), f, as described in the following equation (16) T ¼ arg min
where, I r and I t represent the reference and target images, respectively. An intensity-based registration approach was adopted as it does not require a prior feature extraction (landmark positions, surfaces, etc.), and is less susceptible to noise and outliers (17) . Since the underlying signal in both cinebSSFP and 4D Flow MR comes from MRI and both types of images represent the same anatomical regions, normalized cross-correlation (NCC) and normalized mutual information (NMI) (18) were tested as the cost function. For two supposedly similar signals, NCC measures their correlation while NMI measures the similarity between their distributions. These were computed using Eqs. [2] , [5] , respectively.
where,
NMIðI r ; It Þ ¼ P t2Ht P r2Hr pðr;tÞlog 2 ðp r ðrÞp t ðtÞÞ P t2Ht P r2Hr pðr;tÞlog 2 pðr;tÞ
where, H r and H t are sets of regularly spaced intensity bin centers; p is the discrete joint probability; and p r and p t are the marginal discrete probabilities of the reference and target images. In order to make the registration both unsupervised and computationally efficient, an optimization method with preferably no free parameters is required. To this end, we used an adaptive stochastic gradient descent strategy (19) that performs computationally efficient random data sampling for gradient calculation at each iteration. Moreover, unlike standard gradient descent strategies, it obviates the need to select a step size a priori by using an adaptive prediction. It was shown to be very fast and robust in finding the optimal step sizes using a stochastic process (19) .
Further gains in computational and convergence efficiency were obtained by implementing a coarse-to-fine multiresolution strategy that helped in avoiding local minima and achieving fast convergence. An overview of the method and its validation is provided in Figure 1 .
Evaluation
The registration method was evaluated by measuring geometric accuracy using organ segmentation, which has been shown to be more reliable than an intensity based comparison (20) , combined with an assessment of the impact on blood Flow analysis on 4D Flow MRI.
Three variants of manual LV segmentations were compared for the evaluation: uncorrected (S uncorr ), automatically corrected (S auto ), and expert corrected (S expert ). S uncorr refers to the original LV segmentations, created de novo on cine-bSSFP images in the entire cohort by an expert (AGF) with five years of experience. To account for misalignments caused by respiratory motion between the slices of the cine-bSSFP images, these segmentations (S uncorr ) were rigidly transformed to match the LV anatomy in the 4D Flow images by: (a) the same expert (AGF) and (b) using the transformation,T (Eq. [1] ), from the proposed registration, thus obtaining expert and automatically corrected segmentations, S expert and S auto , respectively.
Geometric accuracy of the proposed method was assessed by measuring the spatial correspondence using Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) (21) and Hausdorff distance (22) between the corrected (S auto ) and expert (S expert ) segmentations. DSC is defined as the ratio of the intersection between two segmentations to their average area (Eq. [6] ) and its values range between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (complete overlap).
HD between the two segmentations were computed by measuring the maximum distance between their corresponding points:
HD ðS expert ; S auto Þ ¼ max i;j ðdðe i ; S auto Þ; dðc j ; S expert ÞÞ; [7] where [e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e n ] and [c 1 ; c 2 ; . . . ; c n ] refer to the points in S expert and S auto , respectively, and d is the Euclidean distance between the points. DSC and HD were similarly computed between S uncorr and S expert .
In addition, pathline analysis of the 4D flow MRI data was performed using the uncorrected, expert, and corrected segmentations on the 4D Flow MR images to study the impact of the correction on LV blood flow analysis. The evaluation was performed using an established method to separate the LV end-diastolic volume into functional flow components (23) . Following this method, the LV was segmented at end-diastolic and endsystolic time-points. Pathlines were computed forwards and backwards in time from the end-diastolic volume. Thereafter, the end-diastolic LV blood volume is separated into four flow components, based on the blood's transit through the LV chamber. The evaluation was performed on inflow, outflow, end-diastolic and endsystolic flow volumes in the LV, which were computed by combining the appropriate flow components.
Statistical Analyses
To determine whether the improvements observed with the proposed method were significant, the results from the uncorrected and corrected segmentations were compared with the expert's results. A two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to test the significance (P < 0.01).
Implementation
An open-source software, Elastix (16), was used for image registration, while the evaluation was performed using custom tools built with MATLAB, Release 2016a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Figure 2 shows an example of the distances between LV segmentations before and after correction with the proposed method. The baseline or reference for this comparison is the set of corresponding expert corrected segmentations. While the distance between the uncorrected and expert corrected segmentations is large for various slices, it is greatly decreased after the correction as shown in Supporting Table S1 . As different regions of the LV may experience variable motion during breathholding, we analyzed the segmentations before and after correction in the basal, mid-ventricular, and apical regions of the LV. The results of this analysis is presented in Figure 3 . It can be seen that correction can be necessary in all slices, but that in general the largest corrections are necessary in the apical slices. The S auto (NMI) resulted in improved DSC and HD measures in all sections, while the S auto (NCC) generated low DSC values and high HD values in the apical slices.
RESULTS
Geometric Accuracy
Impact on Blood Flow Analysis
The evaluation of results originating from the flow pathline analysis can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. Mean and variation of differences increased significantly (P < 0.01) with higher displacements for uncorrected segmentations, but remained consistently low for corrected segmentations. When compared to the blood flow using the expert corrected segmentation, significant deviations were observed with the uncorrected segmentation, while little to no differences were observed with the automatically corrected segmentation (Fig. 5) .
DISCUSSION
This study presents an automatic method for the correction of misalignment errors in LV segmentations to ) and automatically corrected segmentations, S auto with respect to the expert corrected segmentations (S expert ). S auto (NMI) and S auto (NCC) were obtained using NCC and NMI as the cost functions, respectively. The value of dice similarity coefficient varies between 0 and 1, where 1 refers to a complete overlap. The horizontal line inside the boxes indicate the median and the circles refer to the means, while their lower and upper edges report first and third quartiles, respectively. The whiskers reflect confidence intervals and are defined as the most extreme data points (1.5 times the interquartile range) not considered outliers ("þ").
Improving LV Segmentation in 4D Flow MRIenable accurate flow analysis from 4D Flow MR images. Although the proposed method is evaluated only on LV, it can potentially be used also for the other cardiac chambers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method for improving LV segmentation in this type of MR images. The results demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the proposed registration approach in providing an accurate estimate of left ventricular anatomy, which is vital for reliable blood flow analysis.
Geometric Accuracy
The geometric accuracy of the proposed method was assessed with two measures: DSC and HD. While DSC is an intuitive measure, it is often insensitive to fine details. HD, on the other hand, is highly sensitive to small regions of poor segmentation. When used together, they offered a robust means for assessing the quality of registration taking into account both the global shape and finer details of the expected segmentation. Both measures showed that NMI performed better than NCC. This points to a low correlation between absolute intensities in cine-bSSFP and 4D Flow MR images, but a high statistical dependence that is measured by NMI. Of particular importance were the low variances in DSC and HD (Fig. 3 across different regions and in the entire cohort, thus demonstrating the robustness with respect to a heterogeneous set of data. In general, the performance was slightly better in basal and mid-ventricular regions compared to the apical regions. This was expected, since determining the exact location of the LV near the apex is difficult due to thinner wall and more trabeculation, even for a clinical expert. Furthermore, DSC and HD values do not worsen after motion correction (Fig. 3) , which indicates that the overlap and distances between the expert and automatically corrected segmentations either remain the same or become better, but do not become worse.
FIG. 4.
The differences (%) in inflow, outflow, end-diastolic flow volume, and end-systolic flow volume estimated for uncorrected and automatically corrected segmentations with respect to the expert corrected segmentations. The height of the bar shows mean and the error bar shows standard deviation. These differences are shown for subjects with breath-hold motion (displacements) greater than 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm. The number (n) in the parenthesis shows the number of subjects for the corresponding group.
Impact on Blood Flow Analysis
Blood flow parameters estimated using expert corrected and uncorrected segmentations showed significant (P < 0.01) differences whereas a similar comparison with automatically corrected segmentations resulted in insignificant (P > 0.05) differences. A further breakdown of differences based on multiple levels of misalignments/displacements (Fig. 4) showed considerably high discrepancies with uncorrected segmentations and consistently low differences with corrected segmentations. The lower differences at displacements less than 2 mm could be attributed to the relatively higher velocities of blood flow (4) , when compared to the motion artifacts. The impact of high displacements on blood flow analysis using pathlines is shown in Fig. 5 . High discrepancies in the different blood flow components were observed, especially near the septum, when the segmentations are uncorrected. Automatically corrected segmentations, in contrast, provided the same components on par with expert corrected segmentations. These results support our hypothesis that accurate LV segmentations are necessary for a reliable blood flow analysis.
Advantages
Previous registration-based methods for segmentation correction in cine-bSSFP images have often used LAX views as the reference 9-11. Using this approach in our application would have improved the cine-bSSFP images, but would not have solved misalignment between the cine-bSSFP and 4D flow MRI data. Furthermore, by using the LAX views as reference, the useful data for the registration is limited to the intersection of these images, which typically consists of only one line per LAX image. In the proposed method, the inclusion of a full three-dimensional image as the reference significantly increases the amount of data that can be used by the registration method to calculate a suitable transformation. We use a rigid in-plane registration, which is fast, robust, and avoids deformation of important clinical information in the images. Adding more degrees of freedom to the rigid transformation, as proposed in (24) , could potentially improve the results at the cost of an increased processing time and potentially decreased robustness. However, our results on blood flow analysis show that our simpler transformation is sufficient and we do not expect any major improvements by adding more degrees of freedom. The major advantage of the proposed method is its preclusion of any manual preprocessing or user interaction. Although the application of registration entails setting multiple parameters, the current approach obviates such requirement. This was facilitated by exhaustive a priori leave-one-out experiments, resulting in a selection of parameters specifically suited for the current application. The total automation makes the current technique particularly suitable for clinical use. Other major obstacles the current method overcomes are the intraobserver bias and processing time. Since no parameter needs to be set manually, variation in output is nonexistent when applied on the same dataset multiple times. The method requires only 15-20 seconds per slice, and is easily parallelizable.
Limitations
Poor visibility of the left-ventricular anatomy in the apical region is still challenging, not only for the proposed framework, but also for an experienced clinician. To this end, we used a robust image similarity measure, i.e., NMI, which is often used to handle large contrast variations even between multimodal images. However, as shown in our results, misalignments are still relatively higher around the apex when compared to the other regions of the LV. Our future work aims to address this limitation by further improving the contrast in the apex using the phase contrast variation in 4D flow MRI.
CONCLUSION
Assessment of pulsatile left ventricular blood flow using 4D flow MRI relies on accurate segmentations of the underlying anatomy. We propose an unsupervised and robust image registration based approach for improving the LV segmentations in 4D Flow MR data using the high contrast in routinely acquired morphological cine-bSSFP images. Evaluation of the proposed method resulted in high geometric accuracy when compared with expert corrected segmentations and improvement in LV blood flow analysis compared to using uncorrected segmentations.
